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How it works:
1. The prescription is filled and verified, scanned, and loaded into
the QuickCollect Rx®

2. The patient is notified their prescription is ready for pickup with 
a unique code

3. Patient walks up to terminal and scans code, and the prescription 
is delivered in less than 30 seconds

Redefining the Pharmacy Experience
QuickCollect Rx® is the first multi-user automated prescription 
pickup and storage solution. The multi-portal design can 
simultaneously serve multiple patients and pharmacy staff, 
allowing pharmacists and technicians to focus on patient care 
and providing patients the contactless convenience they desire. 
Streamline the traditional prescription pickup process, reduce 
patient wait times, expand pickup options, and free up pharmacy 
staff to focus on other patient services.

Key Outcomes

Reduce patient wait times Free up your pharmacy staff Expand pickup options

Improved Patient Experience and Pharmacy Workflow
The QuickCollect Rx® is designed to seamlessly integrate directly 
into the existing pharmacy workflow, providing an improved 
overall experience for both staff and patients. The multi-portal 
design allows multiple patients to pick up their prescriptions at 
the same time, resulting in reduced wait times and an improved 
patient experience. Automating the storage and prescription 
retrieval process eliminates the need for staff to sort prescriptions 
during storage or to search the will-call bins for a patient’s 
prescription at time of pickup. 

With flexible deployment concepts, the QuickCollect Rx® can be 
installed in existing pharmacies, requiring no special rigging or 
construction, and even uses standard office power. Install the 
system directly in the pharmacy counter, through the pharmacy 
wall, or freestanding inside or outside the pharmacy to meet the 
needs of patients and maximize your store real estate. 
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About BH QuickCollect™ Solutions
Transforming business challenges into competitive advantages

BH QuickCollect™ Solutions, powered by Bell and Howell, combines a rich history in retail automation and an award-winning service organization with 
the industry’s most comprehensive portfolio of automated pickup solutions. Our dynamic pickup systems are installed throughout North America in the 
world’s largest retailers, grocers, and pharmacies. Each of our solutions is supported by state-of-the-art remote monitoring and analytics-based predictive 
maintenance. We customize our approach to each partner to fulfill their unique pickup program needs today, tomorrow, and in the future. 

QuickCollect Rx® provides patients with a self-service option for prescription pickup that 
enables a quicker, more efficient, and contactless pharmacy experience.

	� Dimensions:

	� Weight:

	� Input Power:

	� Minimum 
Doorway 
Installation 
Clearance:

Height: 80 in. (Including leveling pads)
Width: 60 in. (80 in. with Portals Open for Maintenance)

1,020 lbs. (One Portal System)
240 lbs. (Additional Portal)

120V 20A Single Phase 50-60Hz

Height – 80 in. (Not including the threshold)
Width – 72 in. drop-in install (Not including door shocks or hinges)
Width – 60 in. minimum needed for component assembly install

	� Environment: Operable Temperature Range 32°F - 104°F

	� Humidity: 90% @ 40°C Non-Condensing

Technical Specs

Questions?    

Let  a specialist know 

how we can help at

bellhowell.net

	� Network: 1) Isolated Service and Calibration
2) Isolated Merchant

	� Display: 20-Inch Touch Display

	� ADA: Audio, Visual, and Reach Compliant


